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Abstract

There exists a gap in knowledge between scientists and the larger non-scientist public. Therefore, much of the information provided to the public regarding research that should influence their decisions is often misunderstood. In order to eliminate, or at the very least, minimize this gap, there is a need to educate non-scientists about research methods and experimental design. In order to address this need, we have created a digital game, Mad Science, that allows non-scientists to create and participate in experiments to better understand research methods. The current study analyses the results of a paper prototyping session, where non-scientists were asked to create experiments using the tools and scaffolding provided in the game. Participants were able to create playable scenarios and testable experiments. However, our results suggest a need for further AI support and scaffolding to address common areas of confusion and to facilitate the experimental design process.

1. Introduction

Sir Isaac Newton famously wrote, in a letter to his rival Robert Hooke in 1676, that “it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants” who have gone before him that had allowed him to make intellectual progress. Instead of relying on other scholars, in recent decades research has been increasingly relying on the support of the general public to make progress. This type of research is generally labeled citizen science. Currently, citizen scientists [1], [2] are individuals who freely contribute their time and effort to a scientific process that is entirely constructed and framed by professional researchers. This current definition treats citizens as free labor, and does not empower them to truly be independent scientists. The kinds of tasks are often relatively simple and mundane such as categorizing items or registering observations [3]. In this paper, we explore a platform, named Mad Science, that enables citizen-led science, where citizens will be capable of conceptualizing and constructing experiments independently and building from the knowledge that already exists.

Though new technologies that enable collaborative citizen engagement have likely contributed to recent explorations of citizen science, the use of non-experts as free labor has been practiced for a long time [2], [4]. Some of the earliest foundational work for citizen science explicitly argues for treating participants as inferior. For example, in his Great Tide Experiment, William Whewell described the use of citizen science participants as “subordinate laborers” who are capable of collecting information [5]. He insisted that only professional scientists have the ability to make meaning of what is collected.

Such citizen science has provided value through the production of new, reliable knowledge, e.g. [6], and participants have indicated that they enjoy being helpful to the scientific process [7]. However, the assumption that non-experts can only ever be useful as free labor is highly limiting. We argue that great value exists in empowering citizens to perform science themselves. Whether this is possible remains up for debate, based largely around disputes over the amount of training needed for someone to engage in scientific inquiry [5], [4]. It seems clear that, to enable true citizen science, it is necessary to first research how to design and build appropriate scaffolded and structured environments.

We are thus pursuing a highly iterative design process for Mad Science. Our vision for this platform is one in which players can create their own social experiments and participate in other researchers’ social experiments, towards collaboratively building an understanding of human behavior. In the long-term, the creation of social experiments will be facilitated by mixed-initiative, AI-based tools [8], [9] that enable a human and computer to act as creative collaborators. However, to design these tools appropriately, we must first understand the kinds of experiments players build and in what areas they most need support. We aim to rigorously analyze the prototypes we construct to better understand requirements for the infrastructure needed for citizen-led science.

Our main design research question in these efforts is: How can we build a game platform that facilitates the creation of social experiments by non-technical, non-scientist players? In our initial efforts, documented in this paper, we are specifically interested in (i) the extent to which participants are able to construct social experiments; (ii) the process of creating social experiments with a specific emphasis on the role of collaboration; (iii) the creativity exhibited by participants; and (iv) the role of the scaffolding we provide. Our aim is to generate insights that can help guide the further
development of our platform and of others. Our findings are based on an in-depth qualitative analysis of the conversations and drawings of 26 groups in a paper prototype exercise.

Our contributions are twofold. First, our analysis will provide useful insights for others who want to pursue citizen-led science projects, especially in the area of social science for which few citizen science projects currently exist. Although the insights are derived within the context of the *Mad Science* project, the paper prototype used is open and little informed by the design of the platform. This openness allows our insights to extend beyond our specific project. Second, our approach for rigorously analyzing paper prototypes provides an exemplar to the field for attaining a better understanding of building collaborative scientific platforms and contrasts from the discount usability engineering [10] approaches typically used in paper prototyping.

2. Background

In this section we provide the background for the work presented in this paper. We argue specifically why more research is needed on games for learning and citizen science, that assessment and scaffolding are two main issues for implementing science inquiry successfully in a game-based environment, and that complex game design projects may benefit from a more rigorous study of paper prototypes.

2.1. Games for Learning and Citizen Science

The potential of games for transforming education and advancing learning has been identified in the past decade [11], [12]. In terms of education, games are especially unique in their capacity to engage learners [13]. Players may voluntarily invest countless hours in a good game. In this way, theoretically, learners spend more time on the subject matter and are encouraged to learn more. This affordance to engage is of importance to the success of citizen science as this stands or falls with the participation of people. Issues of engagement are of significance because the kinds of tasks that citizen scientists undertake are sometimes mundane or repetitive, or they may be complex, requiring specialized training or knowledge, such as in *Mad Science*. This need for engagement may explain why games are often considered for citizen science projects. However, applied in the context of citizen science, engagement (or motivation) is still an emerging topic and one that requires further study [14]. In fact, according to Prestopnik and Crowston [15] motivation is one of the key aspects of citizen science that require further study. Our efforts are to look into engaging citizen scientists in learning a complex skill and in projects that are led by the citizen scientists themselves, which is something we refer to as *citizen-led science*. This model is different from other identified models, where although citizen scientists may participate in all steps of the scientific process, there is still a formal scientist involved [3].

2.2. Need for Assessment and Scaffolding

The educational objectives of *Mad Science* are aimed at increasing both an understanding of the research methods content (e.g., independent and dependent variable, hypotheses, and types of statistical analyses) and science inquiry. Ketelhut [16] found that students were able to learn science inquiry skills in virtual environments; however, they found that assessing inquiry learning might not be adequately accomplished using simple testing procedures. In addition to the need for a sophisticated assessment of learner’s progress, scaffolding is important in building scientific inquiry in virtual environments [17]. Scaffolding is an educational technique where supportive strategies are incrementally removed when they are no longer needed. It is a widely used technique and specifically aimed to bridge the learning gaps between novices and experts. Both assessment as well scaffolding are of crucial importance for having non-technical, non-scientist users authentically participate in scientific research. Unfortunately, little research has been done on game-based assessment [18]. Although models for scaffolding exist, not much research has been done on applying this to games and especially not by using mixed-initiative systems, which is what we are interested in exploring. Mixed-initiative systems were actually originally created in an educational context [8], and cast the act of designing an artifact as a conversation between human and computer. In *Mad Science*, we aim to develop the creation tools as mixed-initiative in that the human and computer can collaborate to produce characters, environments, and scenarios. However, to do this successfully we first need to get an understanding of how the computer can be of help.

2.3. Rigor in Game Design

Designing games necessitates an iterative process because user-software interaction cannot be accurately predicted [19]. Because game designers can only indirectly determine how players experience the game, Salen and Zimmerman [20] call game design a second-order design problem. This design process becomes more complex with games for impact, where designers need to take aesthetics into consideration in addition to the meaningful purpose the game attempts to achieve. It has been observed that successful serious game design processes require an appropriate consideration of purpose, content, and play [12]. There is no magic formula for this and so designers are forced to iteratively design their games until they find the right balance.

A common approach to both software development in general and game design in particular is to use paper
prototyping for this second-order design problem [19]. Paper prototypes are quick-and-dirty mockups to get quick feedback on design ideas from users without needing to fully implement them. In addition to iterative design and paper prototyping, the complexity involved with games has necessitated the development of game user research techniques [21], [22], which are qualitative and quantitative research methods that help to get an understanding of user behavior in the context of games. By iteratively designing with game user research, designers receive a substantiated understanding of how they need to proceed to the next iteration cycle. However, game user research is still not a widespread practice and what is used often follows the principles of discount usability engineering [10]. Paper prototypes are predominantly evaluated through facilitator observations or short surveys only. Although this provides for quick findings, this may not necessarily lead to the grounded insights needed for further development, and in the case of complex projects such insights may be very valuable. With this paper, where we applied a rigorous qualitative approach, we aim to contribute to maturing the use of game user research by highlighting the value of incorporating systematic research of paper prototypes.

3. Mad Science Project

*Mad Science* is an ongoing game design project with the aim to crowd-source research regarding how people respond to different manipulations. In this 2-D digital game, players join the corporation Mad Science Inc. as one of their new mad scientists. Mad Science Inc.’s mission is to “understand why people do what they do” through social experiments. The scope of experiments that players will be able to create in the future involves a wide variety of social situations and decision-making scenarios, from ethical and personal dilemmas to international, political conflicts and complex societal challenges to goofy hypothetical situations. In essence, players are immersed into situations where they need to make a decision that involves taking an action or responding to a conversation. Figure 1 shows an experiment in the current digital prototype.

Before players can contribute to the mission, they are familiarized with the core rules of Mad Science Inc., such as “We may be mad but we are mad together,” to emphasize the collaborative nature of the corporation and that, in the vein of Sir Isaac Newton, research is a collaborative effort where players should adopt and apply the knowledge generated by other players to make scientific progress. In the game, this will be facilitated by allowing players to copy experiments they have participated in and providing them access to a library of assets. Players can run a new experiment that builds forth on a previous experiment with just a few button clicks, which is a major advantage over traditional laboratory experiments. Players are also gradually familiarized with the corporation’s proprietary machinery to create social experiments. This machinery includes the following set of creation tools that are relevant to this paper: (i) a character creator to build new characters or customize existing ones; (ii) a scene creator where objects and characters can be placed in a scene; (iii) a scripter that allows players to make a sequence of dialogue, choice options, and actions (e.g., sound or movement); and (iv) a manipulator to set independent and dependent variables.

To achieve the aim of crowdsourcing social scientific research, the project’s first major challenge is to teach players with no programming or research background the complex skill of creating research experiments with the scripter and other tools. In order to have players learn these complex skills, we are pursuing to study how people acquire the necessary science inquiry skills to create experiments, understand what scaffolding is necessary to facilitate their learning, and how this can be accomplished in a gameful manner. The main goal of the present study was to learn whether participants would be able to create social experiments using *Mad Science* and where they struggled with the process. Identifying misunderstandings of research design and difficulties in creating experiments allows us to better understand where scaffolding will be necessary in the game itself. Therefore, we were less concerned with the impact of the minimal scaffolding provided in this study and more concerned with using this study to inform what and where scaffolding would be necessary going forward.

4. Methods

For our digital prototype, we developed three digital experiments based on existing, classical studies in the decision sciences [23]. The digital prototypes for the in-game tools were not ready for a large scale study; instead, we opted for a paper prototyping session to explore how the creation of experiments can be facilitated. We developed a course module that included the three digital experiments, a
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**Figure 1.** Example of an experiment. Dialogue and choice options are provided at the bottom.
homework assignment, and a paper prototype as part of an activity spanning two, 60-minute classes. On the first day students played the experiments and received the homework assignment. On the second day they engaged with the paper prototype. In this section we provide an overview of the module implementation with a focus on the paper prototype. Details of the first day are reported elsewhere [23].

4.1. Participants

The module was implemented in the course Sex, Relationships and Communication, with extra credit for students who completed the homework assignment. This elective offered by the Department of Communication Studies focuses on communication as it occurs in sexual and romantic relationships, specifically on the role of verbal and nonverbal communication in these relationships. Although research is used to inform students about what is known, students in this class do not conduct any empirical research. They are therefore relevant subjects for our study. It should be noted that we did not inquire upfront what experiences the students had with research prior to the module implementation so some may have been more experienced than others.

It should also be noted that students are not representative of citizen scientists in general. We chose this audience because students are a captive audience that provides us the necessary input to iterate and refine our work until it is ready for distribution to a broader audience. In addition, in terms of level of education, college students may not be dissimilar. Although further study is needed in identifying who citizen scientists are [14], and demographics may likely differ per project, the current understanding is that most are older individuals who are highly educated, with at least some college degree [24].

About 80 students participated, divided over 26 groups. Each group was provided with a USB audio recorder to record their conversations during the session and were instructed to turn their recorders on after the instructions were read. Only 14 groups had their audio recorders on throughout their entire discussion. Two groups did not have recordings and one group forgot to turn on their recorder for most of the session. The remainder of the groups, 9 in total, only recorded a summary of their experiment at the end, an error which is most likely due to facilitation as all of those recordings came from a single classroom. Although this limited our analysis of the audio recordings, the 14 full recordings and 26 visual narratives served us with enough data to provide for initial insight into how to facilitate the creation of social experiments.

4.2. Material

The three digital experiments have been developed with the Unity game engine and students accessed them on the project website. They served to provide an understanding of what social experiments are. The homework assignment requested students to think about and document an experiment that they would be interested in creating using Mad Science. To help students, the assignment included a set of informally written questions that are relevant for the design of an experiment (e.g., what will you vary for the players in your scenario?).

The paper prototype was based on the digital authoring tools, in particular the scene creator, character creator, and scripter. For the prototype, students were tasked to brainstorm in a group about an experiment and illustrate this on an 18 in x 24 in blank sheet of paper. To scaffold this process, we asked them to illustrate this visual narrative according to a specific template, which used one of the three digital experiments as an example (see Figure 2). In the upper left corner of the sheet they had to draw and describe the setting, a process that is similar to the scene creator. In the upper right corner students had to draw and describe the characters. This would be how the character creator would work. The rest of the sheet was used to describe the sequence of dialogue and events, which is what the scripter would facilitate. The manipulator was simplified to circling the relation of dialogue and events, which is what the scripter would work. The rest of the sheet was used to describe the sequence of dialogue and events, which is what the scripter would facilitate. The manipulator was simplified to circling the sequence where the manipulation would take place.

4.3. Procedure

We divided the students randomly over four classrooms. Each classroom was assigned two facilitators, with at least one with expertise in research methods and one with knowledge about the project. At the start the students were placed into groups of three or four. Groups were handed a blank sheet, the visual narrative template, and detailed instructions with questions for each relevant aspect of the design of an experiment. Each group also received 8GB USB voice recorder and were asked to turn it on at the beginning of their group work.
The paper prototype activity was self-directed. The facilitators were only there to answer questions, not to guide the process itself. Students were asked to present the experiments they designed for the homework and then decide to pick one of the experiments to continue to work on or work on a new idea. In the second phase the groups were asked to draw the visual narrative. Step 1 was to create a setting and characters. Groups were asked to draw the setting where the environment takes place (e.g., desks and doors) and to draw and describe their characters. We guided this by asking to think about the attributes of the characters (e.g., gender and skin color) and roles in the scenario (e.g., salesperson and boyfriend). Step 2 was to create a visual narrative of the experiment, with dialogue and annotations. Groups were asked to show scene by scene how the experiment progresses, to number and organize these scenes in chronological order, and provide a concise heading for each scene. Furthermore, they were asked to label scenes with what is occurring using the following three labels used in the scripter and associated questions:

1) Dialogue: What is the character saying? Which character is speaking?
2) Choice: Is the player required to make a choice? How many options are there and what are the options to choose between?
3) Action: What is the action being completed? Who or what is completing the action?

The final instruction was to circle the scene where differences would exist for different players. In other words, here we asked groups to illustrate where their manipulation would take place. This instruction was accompanied with the questions “What will vary?” and “What is the alternate version from the circled scene?”

We encouraged groups to take about 20 minutes for the first phase. However, groups were able to manage the process themselves and could leave the class after they finalized the visual narrative and spoke to the facilitators.

5. Analysis

Because we asked the groups to create experiments using Mad Science, two raters first independently scored whether the final scenarios were true experiments and playable by evaluating the visual narratives and the transcripts of the groups interactions. In order to meet the requirements of a testable experiment, there had to be two or more conditions of an independent variable (i.e., gender was treated as an independent variable although it was not being manipulated) and a clear measure for the dependent variable. In order to be considered a playable scenario, the design had to meet the capabilities of the authoring tools in Mad Science.

Of the 26 visual narratives, there were three scenarios that the raters did not initially agree upon. Two of the three were because one of the raters was not sure that the design could be implemented in Mad Science. After a discussion, it was clarified that they could. The third was because the group was looking at gender differences. Because the gender of the player could not be manipulated, it would not be a true experiment; however, there was agreement that the design offered a testable hypothesis. After discussing the narratives between the two raters, 16 of the 26 scenarios were considered both testable experiments and playable scenarios, while 10 scenarios were considered playable scenarios but not testable experiments.

5.1. Breakdown of the Experiments Created

To understand the types of experiments groups created, we will describe the independent variables (IV) and dependent variables (DV) players used in their scenarios. Of the 16 testable experiments, nine tested hypotheses about relationships. This was not surprising because the class was a Sex, Relationships, and Communication course. Additionally, the homework assignment included examples for creating experiments, which included examples about disclosure. Five of the nine relationship experiments tested the impact of levels of disclosure on how much the individual disclosing was liked.

Figure 3 shows an example of one of the group’s visual narratives for an experiment testing the effect of level of disclosure on whether the character is liked. One tested how players respond to various levels of face threat when meeting their significant others parents for the first time. Another tested how players would approach a potential romantic interest based on with whom the player was playing beer pong at a party. One experiment tested which person players would tend to pursue based on whether they played hard-to-get or not. And, two tested how players would respond to flirting, one based on the setting in which the flirting occurred and the other based on the players gender (responding to aggressive flirting).

For the non-relationship experiments, there were several different theories being tested. One group was interested in the impact of the number and location of other customers in a bar on player preferences for where to sit. One group was interested in whether players earning money for an intelligence test (higher scores led to more money) would help a homeless person when money and time would be lost. This group was interested in whether having more money would increase peoples willingness to give, but also how emotional intelligence was related to giving. Another group looked at the impact of a low or high quiz average affected decisions about the weight a future unknown exam should receive. While another looked at how the cost of an additional bottle of wine on the menu at a restaurant (more or less expensive than all the others) would impact how much players would spend on a bottle with dinner. One tested how
long players would wait at a restaurant and whether players would leave feedback about their waitress based on whether the waitress had been polite or rude during a number of interactions. And the final experiment tested whether players would pick up a lost wallet and keep it or turn it in to the authorities (with or without having taken the money out) if an authority figure was present and based on whether the authority figure was a moral or legal authority figure.

5.2. Breakdown of the Codes

To gain a better insight into the process that the groups went through to design the scenario, we analyzed the transcripts of each groups conversations. However, because we were unable to completely differentiate between speakers, all analyses are at the group level and we do not report frequencies for any individual speakers. This, unfortunately, does not permit us to determine whether conversations were largely dominated by only one or a few individuals, which is a limitation of using audio recorders rather than video recorders. For our analyses, we used the R statistical package and the RQDA package, specifically, for coding the transcripts and completing our qualitative analyses. As our interest lies in analyzing the collaborative process, we uploaded the 15 full transcriptions into a RQDA project. Within RQDA, we created descriptive codes with which to explore how the groups brainstormed ideas, discussed experimental design, and decided how to draw out their narratives.

We had 19 individual codes that were used to categorize the conversations. Conversations were assigned one or more codes from the onset through the end of the conversation, regardless of the length of the conversation. Only when the conversation changed to another topic, the codes were changed. In the next sections, we will break down the codes and, for the experimental design, by-products of collaboration, and confusion codes, we will discuss the major themes. When the number of times a code was used is reported, the percentage of the total number of codes for the reported code will appear in parentheses. For each subcategory reported, the percentage of the total number of subcategory observations for that code will appear in parentheses.

5.2.1. Creating the Experiment. To better understand the process the groups went through to create their experiments, we coded conversations specifically for instances where the independent variables, dependent variable, or hypotheses were discussed. Each of these codes were further analyzed for major themes and subcategories were created. Here we will further discuss the codes as a whole and the subcategories that were identified. It is possible for discussions to belong to multiple subcategories.

Independent Variables. The independent variables were discussed 58 (5.63%) times across 13 groups. An example of the IV code is:

\[ I \text{ don't know how to work the game, so I wouldn't know how like random it is, but they would either be saying, like revealing a lot of information, a normal amount of information, or no information.} \]—C2G22

Subcategories included identifying and justifying the IV, how to differentiate levels and how many levels of the IV should be used, how the IV would be translated into the Mad Science game world, and controlling for confounding variables. Identifying and justifying the IV was discussed 23 (33.33%) times and included discussions about what the different levels of disclosure are and providing background for why they chose specific levels. Differentiating and identifying how many levels of the DV were discussed 9 (13.04%) times and included how many levels are necessary or required and how to manipulate the IV between players. Translating the IV into the game world was discussed 28 (40.58%) times and included making the IV matter to the player in the game and scripting the different levels of the IV. Controlling confounds was identified 9 (13.04%) times and included removing the social desirability bias randomized assignment to conditions.

Dependent Variables. Dependent variables were discussed 61 (5.92%) times across 13 groups. The subcategories identified for this code included identifying and justifying the DV, operationalizing the DV, eliminating issues with the DV, and determining when to measure the DV. Operationalizing the DV was by far the most common, with 38 codings (53.52%) falling into this category. Examples of operationalizing the DV included discussions of how the choices that the player can make should be expressed, and how to measure a concept like “kindness” within the game. We found four instances of groups eliminating issues with the DV (5.63%). For example, more than one group discussed the possibility of social desirability bias influencing
their players choices. Justifying and identifying the DV was discussed 25 times (35.21%), often when groups were using a question from the instructions. Groups discussed when to measure the DV in four cases (5.63%). In one case, the group quoted below discussed measuring the DV more than once within their experiment.

So I think it kinda tests like if the person is really open at the beginning but then changes, do you still like them when they change. Or if they’re really closed off, but then they change later, do you end up liking them after, now?—C2G22

Hypotheses. Twelve groups discussed hypotheses and there were 25 (2.43%) instances of this code across the groups. Subcategories were potential confounds/issues, discussing/comparing hypotheses, using the hypotheses to drive variable selection, and confusion about what a hypothesis is or how to create one. Group members discussed or compared hypotheses with each other 16 times (55.17%). There were often multiple hypotheses within a group, and topics debated included how much disclosure is ideal and how players would react to positive versus negative attitudes. Discussions under the other three categories were far less frequent. Potential confounds/issues were observed 6 times (20.69%); using hypotheses to drive variable selection, 5 (17.24%); and confusion about what a hypothesis is or how to hypothesize, 2 (6.90%).

5.2.2. By-product of Working Together. A main theme in Mad Science is how non-scientists create experiments through collaboration throughout the design process. Collaboration offers benefits beyond the sharing of workloads, ideas, and responsibility; players are afforded the opportunity to learn from, teach, and receive feedback from others. Depending on the environment where this collaboration takes place, group members also have the opportunity to have fun through interacting with others in a playful manner. We coded the number of times group members were recorded laughing. Laughter was observed 165 (16.02%) times across 14 out of the 15 groups, which was the highest number of unique observations for any code. This supports our goal of providing a fun environment for individuals to engage with the experimental design process. In order to capture the additional by-products of collaboration, we analyzed the codes for conversations revolving around group members teaching each other and receiving feedback through rejected ideas and compliments.

5.2.3. Teaching. An expected benefit of collaboration is the opportunity to share knowledge with other members of your group. Across 10 of the 15 groups, there were 23 (2.23%) conversations where group members were observed to be teaching one another. The following is an example of teaching:

So basically the amount of information that they reveal about themselves lets the player or the player could tell how much they like them. And that would show oh yeah, people who—what’s the right word?
Disclose.—C2G22

As for subcategories, there was 1 (3.85%) instance of teaching about the reason for the hypothesis, based on concepts learned in another class. Seven (26.92%) conversations were teaching about how to manipulate an IV, 3 (11.54%) conversations were teaching about the DV, 1 (3.85%) conversation was to teach about creating hypotheses, 9 (34.62%) conversations were about creating dialogue flows and choice options in the context of the game, and 5 (19.23%) conversations were coded as “other”. The “other” category accounted for teaching that was not directly related to the task, but where group members were sharing explaining concepts and theories from their classes.

5.2.4. Complimenting or Rejecting. Because collaborations are social interactions, there are opportunities for individuals to receive both positive and negative feedback from their peers. Therefore, we coded compliments and rejections. Only 3 groups were observed rejecting any ideas and there were only 4 (0.39%) instances across the groups. All rejections were in the form of rejecting an idea and were always accompanied with an explanation for why they did not want to pursue a particular plan. This suggests that no individuals prohibited others from contributing (a concern for group work) because prohibiting others from contributing would have resulted in rejections of ideas. However, there may be issues of groupthink [25] occurring, another major concern for groups and one that is difficult to capture in the current study. More important was the higher number of compliments observed. There were 52 (5.05%) complimenting conversations across 14 groups. To better understand the nature of the interactions, we identified the major subthemes of the compliments: individual assignments, drawing skills, groups effort, experiment design and art ideas, and another groups art. Compliments from one group member to another on his/her drawing skills were observed 24 times (42.11%). Compliments on ideas were the next most common, with 18 codings (31.58%), and those exchanges included:

And we should also vary how nice the waiter or waitress is to them.
So good!
Like when the waitress is like, “Don’t worry it’ll be few more minutes!” or the waitress is like, “No, you have to keep waiting.”
That’s genius.—C4G3

Group members encouraged or praised their team as a whole on 7 occasions (12.28%). Compliments on individual assignments were observed 6 times (10.53%), usually towards the beginning of the groups work, when members...
were each describing the experiments they had designed on their own the day before. On 2 occasions (3.51%), a participant complimented the work of another group.

5.2.5. Confusion and Clarification. Through the process of having players create visual narratives for their experiments, using the provided scaffolding and the framework shown in Mad Science, we hoped to learn where individuals became confused or required additional interaction with the session facilitator. Learning where players became confused allows us to modify the in-game tools and AI support provided to players to better facilitate the experimental design process. We captured instances where groups expressed confusion about the assignment and when the groups interacted with the facilitator. However, we also identified conversations where players did not express confusion, but where the coder observed confusion or misinformation being agreed upon.

5.2.6. Expressed Confusion. There were 39 (3.79%) conversations across 11 groups where players expressed confusion. It was divided into the following categories: manipulating the independent variable, Dialogue/Choice/Action, who the player is, how to draw out the storyboard, constant changing of ideas, and other. Confusion about manipulating the independent variable was expressed 10 times (22.73%) and included discussions such as:

- Who should hit on who?
- No, how should the conversation flow?
- Okay, who’s hitting on who? —C3G1

That group designed their experiment to study reactions to different flirting styles, but struggled to pinpoint their IV and manipulate it in a controlled manner. The following interaction was categorized under two categories—who the player is (6.82%) and Dialogue/Choice/Action (13.64%):

- Dialogue, wait wait is that what it is? No no, choice. Disclosing too much info
- But who are you playing as? —C2G5

Discussions under constant changing of ideas, the category with the highest frequency (14, 31.84%), generally resembled this:

- So wait, going back to the original idea?
- I don’t know
- What was the original idea? —C2G69

Only four Expressed Confusion codings fell outside of those categories and were labelled “other” (9.90%).

5.2.7. Observed Confusion. Eighteen (1.75%) conversations were coded across nine groups where the coder observed confusion. An example of observed confusion involved a failure to understand hypothesis testing:

- And formulate analysis or: hypothesis.
- Well we’re not doing that. Well, sorry. The computer’s doing that for us. It’s bringing the data and we’re formulating the idea afterwards—C3G1

To identify where groups tended to agree upon incorrect information, we broke down this code into six subcategories. There were 6 (33.33%) instances where groups incorrectly discussed manipulating an IV, 1 (5.56%) instance of incorrectly differentiating dialogues from actions and choices, 4 (22.22%) instances of incorrectly identifying their DV, 2 (11.11%) instances of incorrectly creating a hypothesis, 4 (22.22%) instances of errors involving dialogue flows and choice options, and 1 (5.56%) instance listed as “other” because it was not related to their visual narrative.

6. Discussion

Our goals for the present study were to identify (i) whether participants were able to create playable and testable experiments and (ii) how they accomplished this goal through collaboration, (iii) what creativity participants exhibited, and (iv) where scaffolding would benefit players in a digital game, based on where the groups struggled in their designs. For the most part, groups were able to create playable and testable experiments. Of the 26 groups, all created playable scenarios, 16 of which were also testable experiments. These findings are encouraging for our development of Mad Science because it suggests that non-scientists are able to create experiments with appropriate manipulations of IVs and operationalized DVs for testing their hypotheses in the game.

Unfortunately, not all of the groups were able to create testable experiments. Seven of the 10 groups that did not create testable experiments were also of the 11 groups that did not turn on their recording devices during the design process. Therefore, we were unable to gain deeper insight into where there may have been confusion about the process. Despite that facilitators met up prior to discuss the process, all facilitators were requested to read out loud the same instructions, and students received printed instructions, a breakdown happened in implementing the module consistently. This breakdown, resulting in a failure to record a number of the groups, is our greatest limitation in the present study. On the other hand, these results are valuable in suggesting the importance of facilitation. Although we aimed to reduce the role of the facilitator and the results may stem from a bias between classrooms, future research should consider facilitator interaction more carefully, to ensure consistency is achieved. Additionally, this limitation emphasizes a key area in which scaffolding would be necessary within the game. It would be useful to provide early, temporary checklists for players to confirm that necessary steps in the instructions of any task have been followed.

After the initial instructions were provided, 3.79% of the coded conversations focused on additional interaction with the scaffolding (facilitator interactions and comparing their work to the example visual narrative and questions). This suggests that players were able to create their experiments...
with limited scaffolding and instruction. One benefit that allowed this was likely that players collaborated with peers to design their experiments. Indeed, 23.69% of the coded conversations focused on collaborating (i.e., teaching each other) and by-products of that collaboration (i.e., compliments and laughter). We believe there are benefits to allowing collaboration between players. However, further research will need to compare scenarios created by individuals, collaborative groups of players, and players collaborating with in-game AI agents. We hope to use our findings from the collaborative efforts of these groups to inform collaborative AI support in the game, including the need for teaching, complimenting, recommending alternative actions, and joking. However, through additional testing, decisions about whether and when players collaborate with other players or AI support will need to be made to achieve the goal of teaching scientific thinking to non-scientist populations.

Players were able to discuss their experimental design using appropriate concepts, which may have been a byproduct of the non-scientific language used to focus players on answering questions about their experimental design and the several examples provided. Players discussed the experimental design (IV, DV, and hypothesis) 13.98% of the time. These conversations largely revolved around operationalizing variables and identifying and justifying the variables of interest for their studies. Additionally, several of the conversations focused on controlling for confounding variables although players were not instructed to do so. This suggests that players participated in additional aspects of scientific thinking facilitated by the task in the game.

Confusion (expressed by the player or observed by the coder) and frustration in the task was found in only 6.12% of the total coded conversations. This is promising because it suggests that what participants were asked to do, using the tools and structure provided in Mad Science, was for the most part easy to follow. However, it is important to note that the confusion consistently contained issues with understanding how to manipulate the IV and how to differentiate dialogue, choices, and actions in the game. These were also the larger issues when players taught each other and when players had to seek input from the facilitator. This provides insight for the need to provide further scaffolding and training for understanding how to use the Mad Science scripter (dialogue, actions, and choices) and how to manipulate independent variables, thus increasing players ability to create playable scenarios and true experiments.

Groups created experiments that varied in the theories being tested. This means that the tools that were shown in Mad Science and the structure around which participants were encouraged to shape their scenarios allowed participants to see many possibilities for creating experiments. However, there were a large number of students who created experiments that tested relationship theories, which we were not surprised to find. Because the class focuses on this topic, participants were likely adhering to a priming effect. The idea that participants were primed was further supported by the larger number of experiments focused on testing the effect of levels of disclosure on liking, which was the theory from the class used as an example for the homework assignment. Therefore, we acknowledge the need to avoid examples that are too specific when creating examples moving forward because it may impact the creativity of the players. Instead, it will be important for AI support to ask players about their interests and provide examples for the experimental design process that build on the players stated interests rather than using a standard example.

Additionally, participants tended to create ethnocentric and stereotypical examples within the game. For example, most of the relationship studies focused on heterosexual relationships. And, even in the alien restaurant scenario, the wait staff were female. Lawyers and cops were male and a male was the protection provider for the female zombie apocalypse survivor. These examples go beyond inclusiveness in games and playing into stereotypes, they violate an important aspect of the experimental design process. By not utilizing representative samples, the results of the studies are not able to be generalized back to a diverse population. For example, players may respond in a particular way to females in need of protection. It would then be incorrect to state that the results generalize to how people respond to all people in need of protection. This may not be important to the playful scenarios, but they do reinforce an error in experimental designs and proper AI support would be necessary to caution players or educate players about external validity in research. Mad Science is not meant to teach people to create realistic cover stories, but to teach players how to conduct scientific research. To teach players the correct way to conduct good scientific research, scaffolding would need to be provided to players to warn about common errors.

Social science experiments often require the use of deception to test their hypotheses. This usually involves the creation of elaborate cover stories. The creativity of the cover story can often engage participants while keeping the true nature of the experiment a mystery. Gameful scenarios are perfect examples of well told cover stories. Participants in our study found this to be the most important aspect, as supported by the amount of time spent on establishing creative cover stories. In fact, 41.36% of the coded conversations focused on creating their cover story, including identifying characters (confederates), narration and sequencing (script), and the setting in which the experiment takes place. Interestingly, players created settings and characters that extended beyond reality (e.g., space dogs and alien wait staff), showing that Mad Science allows players to use their own creativity in exploring the experimental design process. Our expectation is that by allowing playful design, players will feel more comfortable exploring scientific thinking; however, further studies are needed to explore issues of
engagement and learning in our game.

7. Conclusion

With limited prior study and limited scaffolding, we observed that non-experts were able to make social experiments in a short amount of time, with the important warning that the topic was familiar and that we were dealing with University students. Additionally, players tended to apply scientific principles beyond what was required for the study. The tools in Mad Science translated well to the design of experiments and, despite needing additional scaffolding in a few key areas, appear to support players in the design process. Players were creative in their approach to their designs and scenarios and spent a large portion of their time creating the cover story for the experiments. Finally, and very importantly, participants had fun throughout the process as evidenced by the overwhelming amount of laughter throughout the process. Learning scientific thinking is essential for achieving crowdsourced citizen-led science, but it is through the enjoyment of the experience that players will return to interact with scientific concepts at deeper levels. Our findings are encouraging for the development of citizen science games that aim to educate their users.

Our methodology for rigorously analyzing paper prototypes may provide an exemplar for others to engage with the complex design process that is inherent with the development of such games.
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